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Th ere is something enchanting about an artist functioning in 
a second art. Ezra Pound, known predominantly as a modernist 
poet, joins the many artists who meddled and experimented in 
foreign art forms including Paul Klee, Kurt Schwitters, Anthony
Burgess, and René Magritte. Th eir second art tells us about 
their other artistic endeavors – reconceptualized and somehow 
more personal. As the lines of medium become blurred, we are 
left  with the essentials of the artist’s spirit. Th e range of Pound’s 
musical compositions, from wild and crazy to sentimental and 
somber, show the true whims of an artist functioning in a sec-
ond art, unrestrained by conventions and exterior pressures.  

One avenue where Ezra Pound’s second art manifested it-
self were solo violin works for his companion Olga Rudge. Th e 
choice of solo violin also exhibits a fascinating tension between 
the very nature of poetry as a linguistic art and the non-linguist-
ic art of solo violin music. In Pound’s musical works, he oft en 
rejects traditional musical forms and replaces them with poetic forms including the sestina. Th e ses-
tina is a structured and cyclical ancient poetic form that includes six stanzas, each with six lines. Each 
stanza utilizes similar words re-ordered, bringing new meaning to each stanza. Jesse Nathan, the au-
thor of the poem you hear throughout the recording, shared his thoughts on the form of the sestina:

Th e sestina has been called a form of “reverie.” Language repeats and shift s
like clouds. Th e dance of variation with sameness may be the essence of art,
if not life itself, and the source of the recognizable strangeness of each voice, 
face, persona. A person is nothing if not a variation on an ancient form.
Jesse Nathan’s eloquent rumination on the sestina refl ects another facet of this program. Modern 

artists oft en utilize past forms as a base, creating a bond between ancient and modern – allowing 
the strangeness of each voice or persona to be exemplifi ed through art. My hope is that the program 
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speaks to your experience, allowing art to highlight the form of life itself, whether explicable or not.
In this recording, I have taken the form of the sestina as my inspiration. It consists of six “tercets,” 

or groups of three pieces. In each tercet you’ll find a work by Pound, a stanza of Jesse Nathan’s poem 
“Persona,” and a contemporary work. My intention is for the recording to be one cohesive listening 
experience, allowing each piece to be a comment on the previous and a transition into the next.       

In the first tercet, you will find George Antheil’s musical poem Printemps. Written for Pound’s 
companion Olga Rudge, Antheil subtitles the work “A Little Piece for Olga.” The printed music of 
Printemps opens to two simple lines of music surrounded by ornate drawings of spring. Antheil’s little 
musical poem leads right into Jesse Nathan’s poem, “Persona,” written specifically for this project and 
recited by my exceptionally articulate sister, Lana Smucker. The way Nathan uses the form of a sestina 
shows his consummate craft. More striking and powerful, however, is the way he uses each stanza 
to reflect a different mood or persona – creating a dichotomy between similarly used words in each 
stanza and a change in mood. 

Pound often adopts ancient troubadours as his teachers, using the transcription as he would a trans-
lation. The piece Madame trop vos me spremes is a transcription by Pound of a 15th century poet, the 
Duc de Bourgogne. Pound signs himself as the editor, although many of these transcriptions have 
Pound’s own stamp upon them (like irregular meters). 

The second tercet contains Pound’s Fiddle Music and Louis Andriessen’s Raadsels (or “riddles”). 
Pound’s Fiddle Music is quite different from his other works, more charming and lighter. Pound’s short 
movements, with obtuse time signatures (or none at all), and quirky performance directives (like 
“Skittish, tentative” and “Wispy”), feel like little riddles to the violinist, and maybe to the audience as 
well.  Andriessen’s Raadsels could be a comment on Erik Satie’s famously mysterious work Vexations. 
In Satie’s work, he calls for a prayer before starting (in order to play the work 840 times) and uses many 
different enharmonic spellings of the same sounding pitch. Andriessen entitles his first movement 
Prière (“prayer”), and in the second movement (called Vexations) utilizes quick changes in enhar-
monic spellings. Perhaps the work doesn’t sound like a riddle, but it feels like one to the performer.

The third tercet includes Pound’s Sestina: Altaforte, a musical composition based on a poem by 
Pound of the same name. Portraying the war-loving troubadour Bertran de Born, Pound uses the form 
of a sestina (in both the poem and the composition) and utilizes the rhythm of the first line of the 
poem in in the opening stanza of the composition. Pound called Sestina: Altaforte “a most blood cur-
dling sestina,” which he aptly expresses through his spiky, disjunct writing. In JP Merz’s piece Sestina 
(after Pound), Merz explores the connection between the poetic form of the sestina and expression.

Egemen Kesikli’s work The Logical Conclusion and Pound’s transcription Plainte pour la Mort 
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du roi Richard Coeur de Lion are included in the fourth tercet. Based on an early, obscure poem of 
Pound’s, Kesikli uses the rhythm of Pound’s first line as a recurring rhythmic motive, similar to the way 
Pound adopts poetic rhythmic structures to music. Kesikli intersperses these motives with a technique 
called soffio crine, where the violinist plays parallel with the strings instead of perpendicular–creat-
ing whispering ghost sounds. Pound’s ancient dirge transcription feels right at home with Kesikli’s 
modern conception.

In tercet five, Pound’s Al Poco Giorno is based on a sestina by Dante (Pound also uses the first line 
of Dante’s poem as his rhythmic model). Al Poco Giorno is one of Pound’s later compositions and 
shows a more sentimental and refined musical language than some of his earlier works. Dante’s poem 
deals with the poet’s devotion to a woman who has rejected him with coldness. Kaija Saariaho’s work 
Nocturne was written for the death of composer Witold Lutoslawski. This piece is also a precursor to 
her violin concerto Graal Théâtre, based on a modern interpretation of a medieval legend by the same 
name. Saariaho creates a delicate and intimate space for her solo work. In her distinct compositional 
voice, she creates layers of emotion, color, and texture – encompassing the darkness of a loss.

The last tercet includes Xenia by Andriessen and another transcription by Pound, Tu soi nel fiore 
della sua bellezza. Xenia’s first movement is based on a sarabande – a dance form popular in the 
baroque period. Andriessen’s Sarabande is quite different, but still hints at a traditional sarabande 
through its time signature of 3/4, and performance notes including “non-vibrato.” The second move-
ment entitled Caccia (meaning “hunt” or “chase”) refers to a prominent two-voice Italian vocal genre 
from the 14th century. The last movement, Song, takes text from Arthur Rimbaud’s poem “Voyelles,” 
and alludes to some 19th century musical techniques, including vibrato at times. Throughout each 
movement of Xenia, Andriessen requires the violinist to produce two distinct voices, sometimes mov-
ing together, at others entering a chase, and in the end alleviating the violin (yet not the violinist) 
from doing all the work. 

This project is also about collaborations. JP Merz, Egemen Kesikli, and Jesse Nathan’s works (as 
well as Lana Smucker’s recitation) helped make this project special. Thank you to my professor, 
Harumi Rhodes, for her help, care, organization, and exchange of ideas, as well as committee mem-
bers overseeing this project – Professors Carlo Caballero, Charles Wetherbee, John Drumheller, and 
Michael Theodore. 
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  [Program]

 [1] Printemps…George Antheil  1:19
 [2] “Persona” Stanza One…Jesse Nathan  0:23
 [3] Madame trop vos me spremes…Le Duc de Bougogne, Ezra Pound, editeur  1:14

 [4] Fiddle Music, First Suite…Ezra Pound  3:17
 [5] Stanza Two…Jesse Nathan  0:21
 [6] Raadsels…Louis Andriessen  5:52
  I - Prière, II - Vexations, III - Harmonies

 [7] Sestina: Altaforte…Ezra Pound  4:17
 [8] Stanza Three…Jesse Nathan  0:22
 [9] Sestina (after Pound)…JP Merz  7:03

[10] Plainte pour la Mort du roi Richard Coeur de Lion…Gaucelm Faidit (XII siècle),
  transcribed for violin by Ezra Pound  3:21
[11] Stanza Four…Jesse Nathan  0:23
[12] The Logical Conclusion…Egemen Kesikli  4:37

[13] Al Poco Giorno…Ezra Pound  5:33
[14] Stanza Five…Jesse Nathan  0:23
[15] Nocturne…Kaija Saariaho  3:59

[16] Tu soi nel fiore della sua bellezza…Pétrus Convitortio (15th century),
  Ezra Pound, editeur 0:57
  Xenia…Louis Andriessen
             [17] I - Sarabande  2:52 
             [18] II - Caccia 4:22
             [19] III - Song  3:01
[20] Stanza Six…Jesse Nathan  1:17

                                                                                                                                                       Total: 55:00
Works by Ezra Pound edited by Robert Hughes, Music by Ezra Pound, © 2004 Mary de Rachewiltz, 

[Trust of ] Omar S. Pound, & Robert Hughes. Licensed by Second Evening Art, Emeryville CA, 94608 USA.
“Persona” recited by Lana Smucker 
Recorded: Goshen College, Goshen, Indiana, Reith Recital Hall, December 2016
Recording Producer: Leslee Smucker
Cover: Leslee Smucker
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“Persona” by Jesse Nathan

I saw myself as like my mother, 
Wished I were more like my father, 
Wished I’d held the hands of brothers, 
And loved (not feared) my only sister. 
Oh family! I cried, Oh family! – 
And nights I dreamed I’d had a child,

Dreamed I’d had a monstrous child 
And somehow never knew the mother. 
The mind breeds many kinds of family, 
Many kind and worried fathers,
Many teaching, weeping sisters, 
Familiar stranger cousin-brothers

Bothered by the fate of brothers, 
Bothered by the stare of child-eyes 
Inspired by the myth of sisters 
Searching out advice of mothers. 
Dreading being put to fathers –  
To give, to glide – to flee a family

When what I wanted was a family, 
When what I wanted was a brother, 
When sinful, sweet, or silence fathers 
Covert planning – well, it’s childish 
To say you’re other than your mother, 
To say your face denies your sister.

When I lived among new sisters
I saw in the trees ideas of family,
Saw in skies the blue of mothers,
The earth, I’d shout, is no one’s brothel! 
I was, I saw, an always-child,
And I would always have a father.

It hardly matters. A father’s father’s father 
Drifts into abstraction: The sky’s a sister 
To the sky, and sky will be the sky’s child 
And I will tune the tune of family
Asking stranger to be brother,
Asking child mother mother,

Say, oh fathers with your families,
Oh listening sisters losing brothers, 
Words are children, words our mother.
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Biography

Violinist Leslee Smucker, is an active performer, collaborator, artist, and teacher. Her interest in 
the combination of arts impacted the creation of many inter-art projects, including Fantaisies en Spi-
rale, which was performed at the CU Art Museum in Boulder and Association Philomuses in Paris. 
Her program Personae, based on the music and poetry of Ezra Pound, was premiered at the 37th An-
nual Meeting of the T.S. Eliot Society at the Auditorium Teatro della Clarisse in Rapallo, Italy. Ms. 
Smucker was the winner of the Concerto- Aria competition at Goshen College and has received sev-
eral Dean’s Grants at CU Boulder. Recent performances include a number of solo appearances with 
the Maple City Chamber Ensemble and University of Colorado Campus Orchestra. Ms. Smucker 
holds two master’s degrees from the University of South Florida, as well as a Bachelor’s degree in 
music and a minor in art from Goshen College. She is currently working on her Doctorate of Musical 
Arts at the University of Colorado, Boulder, serving as a teaching assistant. 


